We 
INTRODUCTION
We reported on the observation of strong Q3 band in 31P MAS NMR of 15BaO-10PbO-5SrO-70P2O5 glass prepared by microwave heating .1,2) This observation is very rare among ever known phosphate glasses . Furthermore, the spectral simulation by Gaussian function fitting suggested the presence of a new band at ca. -53 ppm in chemical shift, which is completely different with the Q3 species at ca. -41 ppm.3) We assigned this new band as a Q4 species and supposed double branching structure in which four phosphorus atoms connect through bridging oxygen atoms. Because these samples were prepared with a household microwave oven , the precise temperature for glass formation is not known. In this work, we prepared 15BaO-10PbO-5SrO-70P2O5 glasses by using in combination of temperature-controlled and household microwave ovens, and investigated how Q3 and Q4 bands appear by changing glass formation temperature. Fig.  1(a) . In the 6 min spectrum of Fig . 2(b the new band is very close to -53 ppm of the band assigned as a Q4 sp ecies with double branching structure from a spectral simulation in the previous paper.3) We measured the spectra by changing spinning speed of 6 kHz , 10kHz and 15 kHz. The new band in these spectra showed the same chemical shift of -52 ppm which meams that this band is not a spinning side band but an intrinsic band .
The detection of Q3 and Q4 bands correspondina to the polymeer structure w ith branching points indicates the development of three -dimens ional. chain in the glass
In order to evaluate the dimensionality of polymer chain against gla ss formation temperature, we separated the spectra in the region from -20 ppm to -60 ppm including Q2, Q3 and Q4 bands by Gaussian function fitting . The number of branching points is proportional to the intensities of Q 3 and Q4 bands. After the separation to three components of Q2 , Q3 and Q4 bands, the intensity of each band was calculated by integration . Fig. 3 shows the plots between contributions (%) of Q3 and Q4 bands in three components obtained by spectral simulation and microwave 
